


“Anvy” JCS was founded in 2009 October 6th. The main activities of the company are manufacturing, design-
ing, selling, installing and maintaining industrial skylight domes and smoke extraction skylights. We deliver prod-
ucts in Lithuania, Latvia and Ukraine.  In 2017, we produced and sold more than 400pcs. our own roof lighting 
and smoke removal skylights, we certified them in an accredited institution in Slovakia. We have CE, EN1873, EN 
12101-2, ISO 9001, ISO 14001 compliance and certificates.







NATURAL SMOKE AND HEAT EXHAUST SKYLIGHTS

Electric smoke and heat extraction drive

AccoAccording to the European standard EN 12101-2, where heat and smoke extraction systems are required, 24V / 48V electric skylight 
openings can be used together with SOLIDOME skylights. The principle of opening the smoke extraction mechanisms is that the drive 
housing is attached to the base of the skylight and the traverse to the flap. The drive piston, which is inserted into the crossbar, opens 
or closes the flap by moving to one side or the other. The size of the mounting hole depends on the size of the drive housing and the 
power of the motor. Electric drives are supplied with 24V or 48V DC, depending on the number of smoke extraction skylights, often com-
binebined into one group together with other drives into a common circuit and connected to the control panel. An opening / closing switch 
is installed where provided in the fire safety part of the project. According to the applicable requirements, the skylight is considered to 
be fully open in the smoke extraction position when the opening angle reaches 140 °.

Pneumatic smoke and heat extraction drive

SOLIDOME skylights can be fitted with pneumatic smoke extraction drives. The system is tested and complies with the European 
standard EN 12101-2. Pneumatic actuators are installed in the skylight in the same way as electric drives - the body is attached to 
the base and the traverse to the flap. Opening after start-up - when a fire starts in a building, when the room temperature rises to a 
certain temperature, the thermal capsule in the actuator explodes and pierces the CO2 cylinder, which fills the system with gas and 
the piston opens the flap. The explosion temperature of the thermal capsules can optionally be 68 ° C, 90 ° C or 110 ° C.



ROOF EXIT SKYLIGHTS
Gas spring drive

Exit hatch opening mechanism consisting of a cylindrical tube and a piston filled with high pressure nitrogen.
When the inner skylight lock is unlocked, the gas piston raises the hatch. Depending on the size of the skylight, one or two 200N gas 
lifting mechanisms are installed, respectively.

Electric opening drive

The electric type opening system is adapted to flat and domed skylights - exit hatches. The opening drive housing is compact in shape 
and has a convenient amplitude of movement geometry. The drive mounted inside the housing makes it possible to transmit power 
with maximum space, maximum strength and stability. The opening gear, mounted on the two opposite edges of the base, opens and 
closes the hatch stably and evenly.








